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Driving itself is an imperative work in our life. And another important part is to learn a perfect driving
and to get a driving license. No one is a born rider or drivers. Every one has to learn driving in a
unique and legal way.

All candidates for the driving theory test are now using the new 'touch screen computer system' to
take their test. The touch screen system is easy to use.

You need to select the answers by simply touching a computer screen for the multi choice element
of the test and clicking a mouse button for the Hazard Perception test. You will have a practise
session lasting up to 15 minutes to get used to the system before starting the actual theory test.

The question/screens are easy to read on the screen. Only one question will be on the screen at
any time, you will be able to move backwards as well as forwards through the test questions .

You need to pass the DSA theory test before applying for the practical driving test.

The theory test is mainly consisting of two parts:

The multiple choice part: In this part test is made to test the learner's theory behind the driving.

For car and motorbike theory test there will be selected 45 multiple choices question and 5 marks
case study style questions in 57 minutes and you need to get at least 43 right to pass.

The hazard perception part: Hazard perception test has been introduced in the driving theory test to
reduce the accident more often made by drivers. It has been confirmed that drivers who have taken
hazard perception test training have much better hazard test skills.

This part of the theory test has 14 hazard video clips on the computer screen about one minute
each. You are required to watch these clips as if you were the driver. There will be 15 hazards to
find - at least one on each clip. However, one clip will have 2 hazards. The hazard perception test
clips will not contain any sound.

If you pass one section and fail the other, you will fail the whole test, and you will need to take both
parts again. Once you have passed the theory test you can then apply to take your driving practical
test (car practical test or motorcycle practical test).

The practical test:

The practical motorcycle test and driving test made up of lots of different fundamentals. Practical
driving test will start with an eyesight check and some vehicle safety questions.

Car driving practical test will be about 40 minutes. Your examiner would be looking out for overall
safe standard of driving throughout the practical test.  You will then be examined on your general
driving and on two reversing exercises. The reversing exercises will be chosen from:

Â·	Reversing around a corner

Â·	Turning in the road
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Â·	Reverse parking you may also be asked to carry out an emergency stop exercise.

So practice your driving test well and pass your test with confidence.
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